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the seventeenth century—there is an approach to the
conditions of cosmopolitanism when the levelling
intruder is not a spirit of romantic revolt like Rous-
seau's, but—just classicism.
Thus, however we may regard it, the condition of
cosmopolitanism is, in the first instance, a certain
homogeneity of literary taste among the nations which
allows of wide mutual appreciation. It is obvious
that such a basis of homogeneity was created when all
European literatures came under the domination of
the Renaissance, and adapted the forms of their
spiritual vision to the classic idea. When Europe
was agreed in regarding Vergil as the high exemplar
of epic poetry and Seneca of the noblest tragedy,
there was no difficulty in setting up cosmopolitan
standards of literary achievement—standards which
cut across and neutralized national idiosyncrasies.
Or let us look back to the Middle Ages. Here
too we have cosmopolitanism. There are no national
literatures in the modern sense in the Middle Ages;
all the western literatures were dominated by the
same ideals of form and content. The great Arthurian
epic, born in the Celtic soul, is the common possession
of Europe; it knows no nationality, no boundary
of speech or state. The lyric of the Middle Ages is
one and indivisible: and even the more national
epics like the Chanson de ILoland take on a cosmopoli-
tan shape. Again there is cosmopolitanism in the
eighteenth century. Once more—and for the second
time in Europe's history—all the nations were think-
ing more or less uniformly, and creating a universally
comprehended and appreciated literature. Let us
first consider then what are the conditions which lead
to the rise of such cosmopolitan ages.
Why were the Middle Ages cosmopolitan? You
may say because the idea of nationality was but feebly
developed; that was a contributory cause, but only
a contributory, and essentially a negative one. The
great positive reason was the universal domination

